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Labor and endeavor are the main constituents of civilization and key factors of the Islamic lifestyle. In recent decades, however, Muslims came to suffer from slowdown and slackness, which may be caused by their negligence in the properly carrying out their works; thus, they failed to accomplish them and fell into despair. Inferring the properly carrying the works out from the Islamic traditions is one step in lifting the obstacles before practical success for Muslims’ lifestyle, particularly, “for the staff”.

In what follows, the author goes to examine “the measures and procedures of doing works” in the light of Islamic traditions through a descriptive-analytic method. As an outcome of this research, mention is to be made to two kinds of measures before and while doing the work properly: 1- offering a paradigm of concept for the chronological process of a work being done; 2- a simple review for the assessment of the measures while doing the work and after it is done. An approach of process to those traditions provides for a right practice to be considered as a whole, rather than the scattered pieces of it.
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